Week

1

Overview:

week is on introduction to the unit's theme of identity. You will reod o
norrotive essoy ond o poem by the some outhor, Gory Soto. You will
begin to look of the influence of fomily ond community on who we dre os
individuols. You will olso begin to study the croft behind telling o good
story, regordless of the form thot sfory tokes.

This

Assignments:

f]

1. Reod "The Grqndfother" by Gory Soto {hondout}

n2.
f,

Questions for "The Grondfqther"

3. Anolyzing Word Choice for "The Grondfqther"

n 4. Mqin ldeo ond Symbolism for "The Grondfother"

f]5.
f

Reod the poem "Orqnges" (textbook pp. 85-86)

6. Texl Dependenl Queslions for "Oronges"

27. Reod "Gqry Soto: Author Biogrophy ond Hisloricql
Conlexl" (hondout)

n

8. Comporing ond Anolyzing for "The Grondfother" qnd

f

9. Reoding Journql Enlry #1: Which fomily members ond/or
experiences would you soy ore mosi closely tied to who you ore
todoy? Nome o few ond briefly exploin how these individuols
ond/or experiences hove impocted (in o posiiive or negotive woy)
your sense of who you ore ond how you fit in in your community
ond the world ol lorge.

"Oronges"

Expository Selection

"The Grandfather'o

by Gary Soto

Grandfather believed a well-rooted tree
was the color of money. His money he kept
hidden behind porhaits of sons and
daughters or taped behind the calendar of
an Aztec warrior. He tucked it into the
sofa, his shoes and slippers, and into the
tight-lipped pockets of his suits. He kept it
in his soft brown wallet that was machine
tooled with "MEXICO" and a campesino
and donkey climbing a hill. He had
climbed, too, out of Mexico, settled in
Fresno and worked thirty years at Sun
Maid Raisin, first as a packer and later,
when he was old, as a watchman with a
large clock on his belt.

After work, he sat in the backyard
under the arbor, watching the water
gurgle in the rose bushes that ran along
the fence. A lemon tree hovered over the
clothesline. Two orange trees stood near
the alley. His favorite fiee, the avocado,
which had started in a jam jar from a seed
and three toothpicks lanced in its sides,
rarely bore fruit. He said it was the wind's
fault, and the mayor's, who allowed offrce
buildings so high that the haze of pollen
from the countryside could never fitrd its
way into the city. He sulked about this. He
said that in Mexico buildings only grew so
tall. You could see the moon at night, and
the stars were clear points all the way to
the horizon. And wind reached all the way
from the sea, which was blue and clean,
unlike the oily water sloshing against a
San Francisco pier.

During its early years, I could leap
over that tree, kick my bicycling legs over
the top branch and scream my fool head
offbecause I thought for sure I was flying.
I ate fruit to keep my strength up, fuzzy
peaches and branch-scuffed plums cooled
in the refrigerator. From the kitchen chair
he brought out in the evening, Grandpa
would scold, o'Hijo, what's t}le matta with
you? You gonna break

as

it."

By the third year, the tree was as tall
I, its branches casting a meager shadow

on the gtound.

I

sat beneath the shade,

scratching words in the hard dirt with a
ot{ile" in summer
stick. I had learned
school and a dirty word from my brother
who wore Sanny sunglasses. The red ants
tumbled into my letters, and I buried
them, knowingthat they would dig
themselves back into fresh air.

A tree was money. If a lemon cost seven
cents at Hanoian's Market, then
Grandfather saved fistfuls of change and
more because in winter the branches of his
lemon tree hung heavy yellow fruit. And
winter brought oranges, juicy and large as
softballs. Apricots he got by the bagfuls
from a son, who himself was wise for
planting young. Peaches he got from a
neighbor, who worked the night shift at
Sun Maid Raisin. The chile plants, which
also saved him from giving up his hof
sweaty quarters, were propped up with
sticks to support an abundance ofred
fruit.
But his favorite tree was the avocado
because it offered hope and promise of
more years. After work, Grandpa sat in the
back yard, shirtless, tired of flagging
trucks loaded with crates of raisins, and
sipped glasses of ice water. His yard was
neat: five trees, seven rose bushes, whose
fruit were the red and white flowers he
floated in bowls, and a statue of St.
Francis that stood in a circle of crushed
rocks, arms spread out to welcome hungry
spaffows.

After ten years, the first avocado hung
on a branch, but the meat was flecked
with black, an omen, Grandfather thought,
a warning to keep an eye on the living.
Five years later, another avocado hung on
a branch, larger than the first and edible
when crushed with a fork into a heated
tortilla. Grandfather sprinkled it with salt
and laced it with a river of chile.

"It's good,"

he said, and let me taste.

I took a big bite, waved a hand over my
tongue, and ran for the garden hose

gurgling in the rose bushes. I drank long
and deep, and later ate the smile from an
ice cold watermelon.
Birds nested in the tree, quarreling
jays with liquid eyes and cool, pulsating
throats. Wasps wove a horn-shaped hive
one year, but we smoked them away with
swords of rolled up newspapers lit with
matches. By then, the tree was tall enough
for me to climb to look into the neighbor's
yard. But by then I was too old for that
kind of thing and went about with my
brother, hair slicked back and our shades
dark as oil.

After twenty years, the tree began to
bear. Although Grandfather complained
about how much he lost because pollen
never reached the poor part oftown,
because at the market he had to haggle
over the price ofavocados, he loved that
tree. It grew, as did his family, and when
he died, all his sons standing on each
other's shoulders, oldest to youngest, could
not reach the highest branches. The wind
could move the branches, but the trunk,
thicker than any waist, hugged the
ground.

Gary Soto, "The Grandfathef from A Summer Life @ 1990 by
University Press of New England; reprinted with permission.

"The Grandfather" by Gary Soto

Questions
Itrrork together with a discussion

partner to answer

the

following reading questions.

How would you describe the relationship between the kid and the grandfather? How
does this kid feel about his grandfather? How do you know? Cite evidence from the
story. Answer using the D-E-E-R model.
1.

2. What are some character traits you learned about the grandfather? Were they directly
or indirectly described?

3. What do you know about the setting? List as many details as possible.

4. Find and copy a detail that relates to each of the five senses in this essay (five details
total).
Sight:

Sound:

Touch:

Smell:

Taste:

5. What is the purpose of the avocado tree in this essay? How does

story?

it give

shape to the

"The Grandfather" by Gary Soto

Analyzing Word Choice
Review the storywith a special eye on the words the author has chosen to complete thefollowing

activity.

Provide three examples of the author's word choice and analyze how the author uses
words in connotative ways (the words have a'deeper' or'suggestive' meaning) to evoke
feelings or associations for the reader. See the examples.

Whot deeper meqnings might be inferred but
ihe outhor's use of longuoge?

Aulhor's Word Choice

"taped behind the calendar
an Aztec warrior"

of

Shows pride in Hispanic heritage; strength; intelligence;
admiration.

"He sulked about this"

Reveals the grandfather's deep feelings about the success
of the tree and the constant revisiting of the problem.

o'we

Shows they had a simple life; not "rich" money-wise but
rich in working together and creating meaningful
memories.

smoked them away with
swords of rolled up
newspapers lit with matches"

Author's Word Choice

li/hot deeper meonings mighl be infened but
the qulhor's use of lonouooe?

1.

1.

2.

2.

J.

J.

4.

4.

"The Grandfather'o by Gary Soto

Main Idea and Symbolism

"The Grandfather" by
Gary Soto
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1. Which tree is the grandfather's favorite? How do you know this? Why is this ironic?

2. How

are the avocado tree and Gary Soto alike?

3. Both the grandfather

and the avosado achieve specific milestones in theit lives. Please chart these below:

The Grandfather

1. Born in Mexico

The Avocado Tree

1. Grown from

10 years:
15 years:

20 years:

a seed in a jam jar

4. According to Soto's grandfather, how are Mexico

and California different? Please support your answer with

examples from the story.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
essay, Soto's main idea is implied-meaning that it is not directly stated. The main idea relates to the
title of the piece and deals with the symbolic nature of the avocado tree.

5. In this

TITLE of

essay:

(Directs reader to the subject ofthe essay)

The Avocado Tree Symbolism
Tree trunk represents:
(foundation oftree)
The branches represent:

(growth offoftrunk)
The avocados represent:
(fruit/purpose of the tree)
The entire tree represents:
(add up the parts to get to the whole meaning)

Therefore the main idea is:

"Oranges'o by Gary Soto

Text Dependent Questions
Text-dependent Ouestions
How do the sentence structure,
sentence length, and word choice
reflect the maturity of the poem's
speaker?

Evidence-based Answers
Example: The simplicity of vocabulary and
s entenc e s tr uc tur e illus tr at es
unc omplicated aspects of youthful love.
Most sentences are eonversational in

neture, but also cantqin short, choppy
incomplete sentences to emphasize mood
and emotion (e.g. "Cald, andweighted
down with two oranges in my pocket,'
December. Frost cracking beneath my
steps, my breath befure me, then gone"

lines 3-8.1
How has the boy's regard for the
girl changed over the course ofthe
date? Use evidence from the text to
show this change. (refer to lines 13, t6-t7 , and 46'47)

Explain the author's use of the
phrase "light in her eyes" on line
28? tNhy did the author choose to
include this phrase?

How does the author use the
irnages of light vs. dark and warm
vs. cold to develop the theme
fmessage)? Cite specific images
and the lines on which you find
them.

In the lastline of the poem Gary
Soto wrote, "l was making a fire in
my hands." How does this
statement relate to the theme, or
message, of the poem?

Gary Soto
Author Biography and Historical Context
In an autobiography written for Scholastic, Gary Soto writes, "To me
the finest praise is when a reader says, "I can see your stories. This is
what I'm always looking for-a story that becomes alive and
meaningful in the reader's mind."
Gary Soto was born in r95z in Fresno, California. As a kid, he didn't
grow up dreaming of becoming a great writer; he wanted to be either
a priest or a paleontologist. His life growing up was difficult. His
parents worked as laborers, and his father died when Gary was only
five. Following his death, his mother struggled to make ends meet.
School wasn't a priority for Gary or his family. When he was in high
school Gary's grades were less than ideal.

Still, Gary read books by great authors like Ernest Hemmingway and
John Steinbeck. When he was in college, he discovered poetry and he
was hooked. He decided to become an English major. He eventually
earned a Master of Fine Arts degree and taught at the University of
California.
As a Mexican American, Gary Soto likes to write about issues and
experiences he had growing up in the Mexican American culture, but
he also likes to write stories and poems that all people can relate to
and understand, regardless of where they grew up. His books for
young people contain themes and events that all kids can understand.
He has written all kinds of genres: plays, novels, poems, and films.
Gary Soto has written many books for children, teens, and adults, and
has received awards for his writing. Additionally, he has been a
spokesperson for the United Farm Workers of America-an
organization that promotes the rights of migrant farm workers.
Gary Soto still lives and writes in California.

"The Grandfather" and "Oranges" by Gary Soto

Comparing and Analyzing
1. What influences from Gary Soto's Author Biography can you

see

in the two pieces

that you read?

2. In what ways

does the poem "Orangeso'have a storytelling feel to it?

3. In what ways does the narrative

essay "The Grandfather" have a poetic feel to it?

4. Even though Gary Soto's writing is culturally specific to the Mexican-American
experience, some aspects of his stories apply to any reality of growing up. What are a
few of these and how well can you relate to them?

